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Abstract. We have been discussing data sharing among autonomous
independent sites in the distributed system to meet various demands
for application. Among them the need for collaborative data sharing
has attracted attention in many fields where not only the owner of the
original data but the receiver can update that shared data. The BCDS
Agent is a new building unit for configuring such systems with scalability
and versatility. It rests on the novel feature of bidirectional programming
which encourages us to take the compositional approach in developing
the distributed system with data consistency.
We present the key issue on designing the BCDS Agent with some ex-
amples.

1 Introduction

Consider a simple model of sharing data in a community. Each member of the
community runs an application on its data independently each other while shar-
ing some part of the data with other members. Sharing data between members
goes in such a way that a member provides its data to others who like to receive
it. We assume here that the owner of the shared data should be identified as the
provider and each member who enjoys having that data as the receiver. How to
make the members agree on sharing data is out of the scope here.

We may classify situations in sharing data in this model as follows:

– Data Sharing appears in the case of sharing common data in a way that the
receiver is allowed to read and use the data given by the provider, but is not
to update it. In other words, the shared data may be updated only by the
provider and the updated data may be read by the receiver when necessary.
This may be the simplest situation of data-sharing. Although there seems no
problem in sharing the data simultaneously by multiple receivers, it should
be noted that the receivers need to know the update done by the provider
for sharing the same version of the data.

– Collaborative Data Sharing [12, 11, 13] allows the receiver to update the
shared data provided by the provider, or promotes the provider to ask the
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receiver for updating that data. This could be also considered as a collabo-
rative work by members of the community to achieve the common goal with
each member’s expertise. Such collaborative updating causes us to question
how and when the provider and the receivers share the newest version of
shared data.

A straight implementation of this model would be to use common centralized
data store for the community. Every member of the community runs on the
process of a separated machine and places its data on this store. The provider
of the data allows receivers to access its data for sharing. And the receiver may
access the shared data only in the read-only mode for the Data Sharing, while
it does in the read-write mode for the Collaborative Data Sharing.

Centralized Data Store Distributed Data Store

Member’s Site
Member’s Site

Access to 
Own Data

Read-Write 
Access to 

Shared Data

Read-Only 
Access to 

Shared Data

Fig. 1. Collaborative Data Sharing in Centralized and Distributed Data Store

The story is somewhat di!erent if the members do not use such a centralized
store. Most of the recent data-centric system assume uncentralized distributed
configuration. Every member of the community keeps its data inside a site con-
nected by a network. Putting aside for now how to identify shared part of the
data in a site, consider first the communication between members’ sites. The
provider should be always ready to send the shared data through network con-
nection upon request from the receivers and the receivers need to make the
separate copy of the data within their sites. Since the provider application may
update the data on its site, it notifies this to the receivers whenever an update
occurs. Each receiver should be aware of the update to make a new copy of the
data replacing for the old one on its site. This holds both for the Data Sharing
and for the Collaborative Data Sharing. And more than that for the Collabo-
rative Data Sharing. When one of the receivers updates the shared data sent
by the provider, it should put the update back to the provider. And when the
provider notices being notified by the receiver, it reflects the update on its site
and proceeds as in the case of the update by the provider’s application.
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As shown above, we have to manage the copy of the shared data for the dis-
tributed sites for members. Each site has the functionality of running processes
for its application and for receiving and sending messages through the network,
and it contains its proper data and keeps the copy of the shared data in itself.

2 Bidirectional Collaborative Data Sharing

In the distributed system consisting of separate sites for members of the com-
munity, we need to seek how to specify the data to be shared and how to make
its copy inside of each site. And we should keep the copy of the shared data be
consistent when some of the members update it.

We could apply the bidirectional programming [25] to settling these issues.

2.1 Updatable View Processing

Extracting the shared data as a target view from the provider’s source data could
be expressed by a query of the database something like

CREATE view AS SELECT columns FROM source WHERE conditions

Although this meets our need for the Data Sharing case, we sould have another
device for the Collaborative Data Sharing to make the view updatable for putting
the update on the extracted view back to the source database. The view-updating
problem of how to reflect the update on the view in the source has been discussed
for a long time both in the database community [2, 18, 3, 14, 7, 16, 23] and in the
bidirectional transformation community [20, 5, 22, 25, 27].

Not the perfect but a promising solution to this problem of the updatable
view processing would be to apply the technique of the bidirectional transforma-
tion [10] to the database.

2.2 Bidirectional Program for Collaborative Data Sharing

We often encounter the task of maintaining persistent structured data in general
through a user view consisting of partial information extracted from the source.
Replacement of data items in the source, insertion of new data items and deletion
of existent entries are considered typical maintenance operations through the
view. This is the case of view-updating for the updatable view.

Synchronization of bookmarks of Web browsers are an example of another
kind. Here, the source and the target comprise a pair of structured data to be
kept consistent. Although the source and the target of synchronization might be
updated symmetrically, the process of updating as Collaborative Data Sharing
turn out to be asymmetric since the provider owns the source data and the
receiver disowns the original data but refers to the target view. Of course, such
synchronization could be realized as a special case of asymmetric one or using
an additional route for sharing the data in the opposite direction.
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Tracing Bidirectional Program The forward transformation gets the target
view from the source data and the backward transformation puts the updated
target view onto the source. As described above, the forward and backward
transformations are inherently asymmetric while they are related to each other.

As such, the forward and backward transformations comprise a bidirectional
transformation between the source and the target. And the backward transfor-
mation requires the source data as well as the update view since the view in
general may not convey the complete information on the source.

Our approach to the bidirectional transformation here is so-called “get-
based”. There is another one of“putback-based”in which we take the backward
transformation first and then find the forward transformation corresponding to
it [4, 15]. Although the putback-based approach possesses a nice property not
found in the get-based approach, we do not use it because we have di"culties in
compositional construction of the bidirectional program.

Suppose we are about to write a data-sharing program for the provider of the
Collaborative Data Sharing. Consider the case with a single receiver for now.

The provider takes a database as input and produces an updatable view
through which the receiver may put operations for collaborative work. This code
is accompanied by another one to be performed after the update by the receiver
to carry it back to the database. Of course, both code are closely related to each
other and hopefully are encapsulated in a single bidirectional program.

A bidirectional program for the provider

– takes persistent source data as input,
– produces a target consisting of some part of the source,
– accepts updating operations on the target, and
– brings the change back to reflect it on the source.

As described above, the second and the fourth processes depend solely on the
shared data and might be defined by a bidirectional transformation consisting
of a pair of functions.

We could get the updatable target view in Tar with a forward function
get from the source Src and make the source updated in Src with a backward
function put from the target Tar. As described above, put takes the source as
well as the target.

Hence, the bidirectional transformation defined by a forward function get
and a backward function put with signature as

get :: Src ! Tar
put :: Src ! Tar ! Src

Note that we use a curried function for put instead of an uncurried one of type
Src" Tar ! Src for the sake of notational brevity.

The third component of the bidirectional program for the provider is an
operation by the receiver. It could be expressed as a function u :: Tar ! Tar
over the target.

Thus, a bidirectional program p for the provider runs with the source s :: Src
and the sequence of operations us::[Tar ! Tar] on the target to produce a
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Fig. 2. Bidirectional Transformation and Trace of Bidirectional Program

sequence of successive states of the source updated by us. Here, [a] stands for
the type of the sequence (or list) of a.

p :: Src ! [Tar ! Tar] ! [Src]
p s (u : us) = s : p( put s(u ( get s) ) ) us

The program p takes the initial source s0 and the sequence of the successive
updates u0 : u1 : u2 : · · · on the target to make the trace of the source s0 : s1 :
s2 : · · ·. Here, si+1 is the result of the update ui applied to the view produced
from si.

We should say thet this corresponds to the observation of the provider’s data
updated by the receiver’s operation.

Concurrent Update of Multiple Views So far, we have considered a bidi-
rectional program for the provider with a single receiver. But, how should we
handle the update by multiple receivers?

Consider the case with another target view from the same source. We may
have another bidirectional program p! similar to our previous one:

get’ :: Src ! Tar!

put’ :: Src ! Tar! ! Src
p! :: Src ! [Tar! ! Tar!] ! [Src]
p! s (u! : us!) = s : p! ( put’ s(u! ( get’ s ) ) ) us!

Although there would be no problem if p! runs during the program p does
not, what happens if both of p and p! run concurrently for the same source s?

For multiple-update in the practical context we need to make p and p! run
on a di!erent thread each and access the source s in a mutually exclusive way.
And an expected sequence of the source s would be something like

s0 : s1 : s!2 : s3 : s!4 : s!5 : · · ·

where si is the result of update operation ui and s!j is of that of u!
j .

We should not be optimistic in merging the two sequences into the final result,
but be aware of the concurrency in execution of p and p!. Having the source s"

at some time, either of p or p! will recurse by putting the update back to the
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source depending on which of the updates uk or u!
k is applied earlier than the

other in the race. And more importantly, it should be noted that if uk wins the
race and the new source becomes sk = put s" (uk(get s")) then sk needs to be
given to p! instead of s!k. This is because p! computes s!k = put! s" (u!

k(get
! s"))

in parallel with p but loses the race and p! must recurse with sk for the next
round.

Thus we should consider not only the transformation of data but the update
event caused by concurrent operations.

How can we ensure that the distributed system for Collaborative Data Shar-
ing maintains the consistency of data update by its component sites? To answer
this, we will develop a concrete constructive model for coping with this and im-
plementing the bidirectional program for Bidirectional Collaborative Data Shar-
ing (BCDS).

3 Bidirectional Function for Bidirectional Programming

What we have learnt from Functional Programming are

– Taking function as a first-class object releases us from representing algo-
rithms by stepwise execution for expected e!ects.

– Constructing larger programs from smaller ones by simple combinators.
– Capturing common patterns by higher-order function make programs struc-

tured and promotes us to reuse existent ones.

All that we have learned from Functional Programming would be worth a lot
of what we want for Bidirectional Programming. In the following, we will take an
approach to design our BCDS architecture by following the successful functional
settings.

As we have seen in the construction of the bidirectional program for the
provider, the bidirectional transformation make great good for Collaborative
Data Sharing. More than that, many issues both in view-updating and in syn-
chronization have been expressed successfully in terms of bidirectional semantics.
Of course, each transformation should satisfy certain properties of bidirectional-
ity for practical use.

Before going into the bidirectionality, we introduce a simple device for ease of
discussion. Although we may express the bidirectional transformation in terms
of generic functions get and put described above, we will use the bidirectional
function [25] instead.

3.1 Bidirectional Function

The bidirectional function encapsulates both the forward and backward functions
in a single function which takes a source to produce a structure1 #·, ·$ composed

1 We use here !a, b" for an shorthand notation of an algebraic data BX a b defined by
constructor BX in Haskell.
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of a target view and the associated backward function. Note that the second
element of this construction is the function. Such a usage of the function as a
first-class object comes from a principle of Functional Programming.

Let xf be a bidirectional function

xf :: Src ! #Tar, Tar ! Src$.

Given a source s, xf produces #t, xf !$ where t = get s and xf ! = put s for a
particular bidirectional functions get and put.

Src 〈Tar, Tar→Src〉
Bidirectional 
Function xf

xf’ = put s

xf = get s

s 〈t, xf’〉  
     = xf s

Note: 
The name of the Bidirectional 
Function is overloaded with its 
Forward Function

Fig. 3. Bidirectional Function

For example, consider a bidirectional function xfst which takes a pair (x, y) %
Src and gives the first element of the pair as the target. And the backward
function xfst! takes the updated value t! to reflect the change in the target back
to the first element of the pair2

xfst :: (a, b) ! #a, a ! (a, b)$
xfst (x, y)

= #x,!t!.(t!, y)$

We sometimes use xf for the forward function get defined by the bidirectional
function xf ; this overloaded function name xf would be easily recognized from
the context.

3.2 Bidirectionality

Several properties of bidirectionality have been proposed for characterizing the
bidirectionaltransformation under consideration. In [19, 8], the properties of GET-
PUT and PUT-GET are proposed as fundamental ones. Here, “GET” and “PUT”
correspond to our functions get and put for the bidirectional transformation or
xf and xf ! of the bidirectional function.

2 We write the set of pairs of A and B as (A,B) throughout this paper instead of
A#B. And we use the type name with lowercase letters to denote the polymorphic
type as (a, b). And we use the lambda notation !x.(x, y) to denote the anonymous
function. This function is one with name f define as f where f x = (x, y).
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Round-Tripping Property The round-tripping property says that the data
remains unchanged through the trip to and from the source and the target by
get and put.

GET-PUT Property For any s % Src,

put s (get s) = s or
xf ! t = s where #t, xf !$ = xf s holds.

PUT-GET Property For any s % Src and t % Tar,

get (put s t) = t or
#t, xf !$ = xf (xf ! t) holds.

The property GET-PUT is the most fundamental property of the bidirectional
transformation. And as such any bidirectional transformation must satisfy the
GET-PUT condition: the source remains unchanged unless the update is is made
on the target.

We might consider that the PUT-GET property is also common to most of
the bidirectional transformation. In fact, this clarifies whether get and put are
well-defined or not. We can easily confirm that xfst above satisfies the properties
GET-PUT and PUT-GET.

Partialness of Backward Function However, we may consider a kind of bidi-
rectional functions that do not satisfy PUT-GET. Take an example bidirectional
function xmin that takes a pair of integers and gives the minimum of the pair.

xmin :: (Int, Int) ! #Int, Int ! (Int, Int)$
xmin (x, y)

= #x,!t!. if t! & y then (t!, y) else '$, if x & y
= #y,!t!. if t! & x then (x, t!) else '$, otherwise

It is straightforward about the property GET-PUT, but not about PUT-GET.
When s = (2, 5) is given to xmin, we get #2,!t!. if t! & 5 then (t!, 5) else '$

as the result. If the target value 2 is updated by t! = 3 then the source becomes
s! = (3, 5) and xmin (3, 5) = #3,!t!.(t!, 5)$. Thus the property PUT-GET holds
for this case. However, it does not in the case of the target value updated if the
target value is updated as t! = 7 since the backward function fails to put it back
to the source, or gives the undefined value '.

Although the property PUT-GET may prescribe a criterion for the bidirec-
tional transformation to behave appropriately in most cases, we must be careful
to deal with such a situation. This is because of the partialness of the backward
function.

Another bidirectional function for demonstration of the partial function ap-
pearing in the backward transformation is xdup for making a duplicate pair as
the target from the source [21, 20].
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xdup :: a ! #(a, a), (a, a) ! a$
xdup x

= #(x, x), xdup!$ where
xdup! (t!, t!!) = t!, if t!! = x
xdup! (t!, t!!) = t!!, if t! = x
xdup! (t!, t!!) = ', otherwise

Here, xdup requires that either one of the elements can be updated, not the
both as expressed by the undefined value '.

We could point it out as another issue of the bidirectionality that the bidi-
rectional function xdup does not satisfy the PUT-GET property while it would
be meaningful enough and significant for practical use.

We need, therefore, a looser or less strict one for some functions.

PUT-GET-PUT Property For the updated source s! = put s t! where t! is the
updated target of t = get s for any s % Src, the GET-PUT property holds.
That is, s! = put s! (get s!) holds.

It is easy to verify that PUT-GET implies PUT-GET-PUT.
We could say that xdup has an accepted meaning of duplication as such and

its bidirectionality is to satisfy the GET-PUT and PUT-GET-PUT properties [10].

E!ectless Update As we have seen above, there may be the case of“undefined”
in the backward function meaning the backward function being partial in general,
i.e., it may not give value in Src for some value in Tar.

However, we could make the backward function total by extending it to give
an artificial value instead of '. To be more concrete, we replace ' with x for
t! (= x and t!! (= x in the above definition. This corresponds to making the update
on the target be e!ectless to keep the source unchanged.

We also find such e!ectless update in the definition of xmin above. The
backward function xmin! has been already defined as a partial function

xmin! t! = if t! & y then (t!, y) else '

for the case x & y. But, we may have had defined it as a total function as

xmin! t! = if t! & y then (t!, y) else (x, y).

We may give another example by trying to define a bidirectional function
xdouble that produces the double of the argument. A similar situation appears
in defining the backward function xdouble! applied to odd numbers.

We should note that the e!ectless update makes the read-only Data Sharing
merged into the general Collaborative Data Sharing only of read-write mode.

And the e!ectless update will use the part in considering the process of suc-
cessive updates as we have observed the trace of the source above. The backward
function in the BCDS system prints the message for the user to recognize the
reason why the e!ectless update occurs along with continuing the process.
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3.3 Bidirectional Functional Composition

We could construct a new bidirectional function from bidirectional functions
using combinators. The combinator here is a kind of bidirectional higer-order
functions which take functions as arguments. Constructing larger programs from
smaller ones by combinators is a characteristic feature of Functional Program-
ming.

We define here some basic combinators for Bidirectional Programming [25]
which we will use for composing a new bidirectional function from bidirectional
functions. These combinators can be used repeatedly to dealing with multiple
functions.

The function composed with these combinators should satisfy the bidirec-
tionality for it to be bidirectional. In some cases, the composed function may
satisfy the strict PUT-GET property for its constituent functions with the same
property. But our combinators are more liberal in their bidirectionality.

We assume that xf and xg satisfy the bidirectionality with the properties
GET-PUT and PUT-GET-PUT throughout this section.

Bidirectional Sequential Composition When we write a bidirectional pro-
gram, we first write a usual (unidirectional) program using ordinary functions
and then make it bidirectional by defining bidirectional functions each corre-
sponding to the unidirectional ones.

The Sequential Composition of bidirectional functions is the most fundamen-
tal mechanism for constructing programs from primitive ones as the usual func-
tional composition f ·g. We should note that xf<->xg applies forward xf to the
argument and then xg to the result while f · g does f after g.

Sequential Composition xf<->xg
xf :: A ! #B,B ! A$
xg :: B ! #C,C ! B$
xf<->xg :: A ! #C,C ! A$
(xf<->xg) a = #c, xf ! · xg!$ where

#b, xf !$ = xf a
#c, xg!$ = xg b

where f · g shows the (usual) functional composition (f · g) x = f(g x).

A xf xgB C A xf<->xg C

A
xf

xg

B

C

A xf<^>xg (B,C)

A xf B

C xg D

(B,C)(B,C) xf<+>xg

Fig. 4. Bidirectional Sequential Composition

We could find Sequential Composition in Bidirectional Collaborative Data
Sharing for extracting shared data from the source by
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xSelect columns <-> xWhere conditions
where xSelect and xWhere are bidirectional counterparts corresponding to the
unidirectional query

SELECT columns FROM source WHERE conditions

Also, we may recognize that Sequential Composition appears between the
sites of the BCDS system. A site P makes a view data from its source by xf for
sharing with a site Q, and then Q receives it as (part of) its data and produces
a view in turn by xg for another site R for sharing. Here, Q works both as the
provider and the receiver and P and R can share data in the BCDS manner
through Q.

We should note that Sequential Composition is transitive, that is,
(xf<->xg) and (xg<->xh) implies (xf<->xh).

The fact that Sequential Composition keeps the bidirectionality of GET-PUT
and PUT-GET properties and it also has the transitivity property guarantees the
consistency of the shared data among the related sites in the BCDS system.

Bidirectional Split Composition We need to use Split Composition to make
multiple target views from the source3.

Split Composition xf<^>xg
xf :: A ! #B,B ! A$
xg :: A ! #C,C ! A$
xf<^>xg :: A ! #(B,C), (B,C) ! A$
(xf<^>xg) a = #(b, c), xh!$ where

#b, xf !$ = xf a
#c, xg!$ = xg a
xh! (b!, c!)

= xf ! b!, if c = c!

= xg! c!, if b = b!

= ', otherwise

The backward function xh! in the definition of xf<^>xg is somewhat tricky.
This is very similar to the bidirectional function xdup in the previous Section.
Given the updated value (b!, c!), the backward function xh! decides which element
of the pair has been updated by comparing b! with a and c! with a. We should
note that the definition above tells us that Split Composition leads to an e!ectless
update when both of b! and c! have been updated simultaneously.

Consider the case that the source data A and the target data B, C are
structured and B and C are dependent each other. For example, b % B and
c % C have elements from the common element of a % A. This is because that
if b is updated to b! and c remains the same, i.e., c = c!, then the source a is
updated to a! = xh!(b!, c!) = xf ! b! and the next get by xg may not always give
the same value as c while xf gives b!.

3 Split comes from the categorical notion of Cartesian Product with the function !f, g"
or f $ g.
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A xf xgB C A xf<->xg C

A
xf

xg

B

C

A xf<^>xg (B,C)

A xf B

C xg D

(B,C)(B,C) xf<+>xg

Fig. 5. Bidirectional Split Composition

Does xf<^>xg keep the PUT-GET property for xf and xg with the property
PUT-GET? Clearly, it does not.

Thus, Split Composition does not inherit the property PUT-GET of its con-
stituent bidirectional functions, but satisfies the PUT-GET-PUT property.

We could often find Split Composition in the BCDS System. The provider of
the shared data may have multiple target views for the receivers. The BCDS
assumes the structured data for the source and the target and hence the bidi-
rectional function xh = xf<^>xg composed with xf and xg generally have the
PUT-GET-PUT property, but does not PUT-GET.

Here, note again that Split Composition assumes that only one of the target
views is allowed to be updated for the e!ective update. The receivers of the BCDS
System run and make possible updates independently each other. And therefore
avoiding their simultaneous updates could be attributed to the exclusive access
to the target views by the provider.

We should take care about the PUT-GET-PUT property in evalutating the
bidirectional program for the provider to make the target views consistent. This
is because that the property requires us to do another get after we have updated
the source by put by one of the receivers.

We will see how to do this in more detail later.

Bidirectional Merge Composition When we have multiple sources and like
to make them united, we may use Merge Composition4.

Merge Composition xf<+>xg

xf :: A ! #C,C ! A$
xg :: B ! #D,D ! B$
xf<+>xg :: (A,B) ! #(C,D), (C,D) ! (A,B)$
(xf<+>xg) (a, b) = #(c, d), xh!$ where

#c, xf !$ = xf a
#d, xg!$ = xg b
xh! (c!, d!) = (xf ! c!, xg! d!)

4 Merge corresponds to the categorical notion of Disjoint Sum or Discriminated Union
also called Coproduct and written as f + g. Although this might be defined as Junc
denoted by [f, g] or f % g which is categorically dual to Split, Merge would be more
convenient for us to manipulate concrete data in BCDS.
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We take bidirectional functions xf and xg each for the source A and B
to make the target in C and D, respectively, and merge them into a single
target (C,D). The shared data could be merged into a single data set by Merge
Composition xf<+>xg for xf and xg each for the provider.

A xf xgB C A xf<->xg C

A
xf

xg

B

C

A xf<^>xg (B,C)

A xf C

B xg D

(C,D)(A,B) xf<+>xg

Fig. 6. Bidirectional Merge Composition

The composition xf<+>xg keeps the bidirectional property of GET-PUT and
PUT-GET.

In the BCDS system, the receiver gets data from the provider to make it
available to the application. This is a kind of bidirectional transformation from
the shared data as the source to the base data as the target view. The shared
data could be merged into a single data set by Merge Composition xf<+>xg for
xf and xg each for the provider.

Another possibility of data sharing by the receiver may be to use the bidi-
rectional transformation in the opposite direction. The Dejima architecture [1]
adopts this. However, this lacks the fundamental compositional property of bidi-
rectional transformation between the provider and the receiver. We may have
di"culties to reason about semantics of shared data such as the ownership or
the accessibility in this scheme.

4 BCDS Agent

In the general settings of Bidirectional Collaborative Data Sharing each partic-
ipating site may work both as a provider supplying data to the others and as a
receiver accessing data from others. Hence we had better to construct an agent
model called BCDS Agent possessing both the functions of provider and receiver
with its proper application.

The BCDS Agent has its base data BData for its application and data ports
for communication with other Agents. The data port is either an IPort for in-
coming data or an OPort for outgoing data. As the provider, the BCDS Agent
transforms data of BData into view data each of which is to be sent to the re-
ceiver through the corresponding OPort. And as the receiver, it accepts data sent
from the provider with IPort to merge them into BData.

In the BCDS Agent, the application program and the bidirectional programs
for provider and for receiver run concurrently on separate threads of a machine
with exclusive access to the base data BData.
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BCDS Agent

IPort
OPort

Application

BData

BCDS Agent consisting of BData, IPorts, Ports and Application

Fig. 7. BCDS Agent consisting of BData, IPorts, OPorts, and Application

4.1 Bidirectional Program for BCDS Agent

We are now ready to develop bidirectional programs for the BCDS Agent by com-
posing bidirectional functions with bidirectional combinators. Each bidirectional
function depends on the user’s intention in sharing data with other Agents.

 Q
IPort_P BData

P
OPort_Q

xf xh

Bidirectional Collaborative Data Sharing between Agents
Fig. 8. Bidirectional Collaborative Data Sharing between Agents

Consider a case of data sharing. If a BCDS Agent P asks other BCDS Agent
Q to use some part of its data for collaborative work, P produces a target view
data using a bidirectional function xf and puts it on OPortQ. Then Q receives
the data through IPortP connected to OPortQ of P to transforms it using a
bidirectional function xh into part of BData using a bidirectional function. The
application of Q can access the shared data merged into its BData.

Another story is here. If a BCDS Agent Q wants to share data owned by
other BCDS Agent P , Q prepares IPortP to asks P to provide the data for Q.
When P accepts such a request from Q it defines a bidirectional function xf
and prepare OPortQ to make a connection with IPortP . The Agent Q receives
the shared data provided by P and merges it into its BData using a bidirectional
function xh.
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In both cases above, bidirectional functions xf and xh should be defined
respectively by P and Q according to the Agent’s policy for data management.
Although the BCDS Agent may disclose these bidirectional functions of its own,
it is possible to hide them inside the Agent for it to gurantee security and ensure
privacy.

Bidirectional Provider Program As mentioned in the previous Section, we
could construct multiple target views for OPorts from BData by Split Composition
of bidirectional functions as far as only the one of the target views may be
updated.

Given bidirectional functions xf and xg, xf<^>xg tells us that this composed
bidirectional function must satisfy the PUT-GET-PUT property for keeping the
consistency of the source and the target views.

Hence the bidirectional program should evaluate xf and xg by applying them
to the updated BData. As a matter of fact, either one of them may be discharged
from this process because the wiew that caused this update is already consistent
with the updated source due to the PUT-GET property of xf or xg.

It is straightforward to extend this to the BCDS Agent with multiple target
in general.

Such need for additional application of the forward function plays a signif-
icant part in the update propagation for our Bidirectional Collaborative Data
Sharing.

 BCDS Agent as Provider

OPort
Application

BData
xf

xg

BCDS Agent as Receiver

IPort
Application

BData
xh

xk

BCDS Agent as Provider and ReceiverFig. 9. BCDS Programs for Provider And Receiver

Bidirectional Receiver Program We might consider that the receiver is the
dual to the provider. It is true in a sense, but the construction of the bidirectional
program for the receiver could not be done only by exchanging the source and
the target of the bidirectional function.

Rather than doing such, we could write the bidirectional program usingMerge
Composition from multiple sources IPorts to a single target BData. Strictly speak-
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ing, BData originally consists of the base data or the local database and the
shared data is added to the base data to make a new BData.

Since the target BData is the data set constructed as the discriminated union
of the target data produced from the multiple source data, we can manage to
put the update on BData back to IPorts with corresponding backward functions
by necessity.

4.2 BCDS System Configured with BCDS Agent

We could build distributed Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems for Bidirectional Col-
laborative Data Sharing by connecting the BCDS Agent with the network. The
member of collaborative work resides in a BCDS Agent with a particular appli-
cation and persistent local data.

The connection between Peers should be duplex and transparent to each other
and bridges an IPort of a Peer and an OPort of the other. Hence we may rec-
ognize that the configuration of the system forms a directed graph structure. It
may be cyclic. In this case, we need to care about circular access to the shared
data, but we can detect and manage well because our BCDS model presupposes
the ownership of the shared data and the provider sends the data to the receiver
through the connection. Although the connection is duplex in that communica-
tion is bidirectional, the provider always sends the data from its OPort to the
IPort of the receiver and it accepts the updated data in the opposite direction.
Thus we do not need any provenance analysis more than identification of the
ownership for detecting the self-referential data sharing [13].

We take this also in considering the propagation of updates in the BCDS
system.

4.3 Update Propagation in BCDS System

In each BCDS Agent, we should maintain BData, IPort data and OPort data to
be consistent with each other whenever any change occurs. And then we have
to extend this to the BCDS System for putting forward the claim of the total
consistency of the shared data.

Consider first how the application, the receiver programs and the provider
program manage updates on BData, IPort or OPort inside of the BCDS Agent.

Update by Application on BData The application of the BCDS Agent uses
merely BData to do something expected. It may update its proper data such
as persistent database and the shared data provided by external Agents. The
Agent has to force the provider program to apply the forward function for
every OPort and the receiver program to do the backward function for every
IPort.

Update on IPort When the bidirectional receiver program observes an update
made by an external provider Agent on some IPort, it applies the forward
function to this IPort and then merges the result into BData by replacing the
corresponding part for this IPort of the previous BData. This leads to the
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update of BData as in the case of the application. The Agent has to make the
provider program applies forward function for every OPort, but do not need
for the receiver program to do anything because it satisfies the GET-PUT
property.

Update on OPort When the bidirectional provider program identifies some up-
date on OPort by an external receiver Agent, it puts the update back by
the backward function to reflect it in BData. Since the provider program
is responsible to maintain the PUT-GET-PUT property between BData and
OPorts, it has to do the forward transformation for every OPort. And it also
force the receiver program to do the backward transformation for every IPort.
These processes after the update of BData are same as in the case by the
application.

In short, the BCDS Agent propagates the update on BData to all the OPorts
whenever it has been updated and to all the IPorts unless it has been updated
through the IPort.

We call the above process update propagation. The update propagation inside
of the Agent proceeds more to other BCDS Agents connected by the network. As
shown in Fig.8 we could extend the update propagation between BCDS Agents
P and Q through the connection between corresponding OPort and IPort.

Here we could find that Sequential Composition supports the update propaga-
tion between BCDS Agents with keeping the bidirectionality and the transitivity.
And therefore we could conclude that the update propagation through Sequential
Composition realizes the consistency of the shared data between BCDS Agents
and over the whole BCDS system consisting of BCDS Agents connected by the
network.

Although the above description of the process for the update on the OPort
is self-contained in itself, we should note that the provider program had better
taking an additional step before it forces the forward transformation to revise
the OPort.

BData

①

②
③  Propagation through IPort

① Update on OPort

② Propagation through OPort

Fig. 10. Update Propagation

E!ectless Update in Propagation The receiver Agent does not have full
information about the updating policy of the provider Agent of the shared data.
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So the receiver Agent may make an e!ectless update for the provider to dismiss
it according its policy.

Of course the provider program knows about the backward function integrat-
ing the policy for the OPort of its concern and it may check whether the update
is e!ective or not.

In the latter case, i.e., the update is an e!ectless one and the source BData
remains unchanged even if this backward transformation is performed.

This tells us that the next process of forcing the forward transformation for
OPort and the backward transformation for IPort turns out to be needless. Hence
we may stop here before propagating the e!ectless update and instead do the
forward transformation to that OPort for recovering the target view to satisfy
the GET-PUT property.

This strategy will help us to optimize the update propagation in the dis-
tributed BCDS Agents.

4.4 Concurrency Management of BCDS Agent

We have seen above the BCDS Agent is considered as the basic unit for con-
structing the system for the Bidirectional Collaborative Data Sharing. It has the
programmable feature of the application with the bidirectional provider program
and the bidirectional receiver program and this enables us to build various data
sharing systems.

If we set aside concurrency in the execution of programs of BCDS Agents,
we are satisfied that the BCDS Agent provides and receives the shared data
automatically with possible updates being appropriately reflected in the source
through update propagation.

And more importantly, the BCDS Agent model guarantees the consistency of
the shared data upon update employing the bidirectionality of the bidirectional
programs constructed with constituent bidirectional functions and the bidirec-
tional combinators.

・・・

Consistency by Sequential Composition Consistency 
by Split Composition

Consistency 
by Merge Composition

Fig. 11. Consistency of BCDS System

Concurrency in BCDS System We should make the consistency shown above
hold also for the distributed system consisting of the BCDS Agent.
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We could observe that the concurrency appears at several places in the BCDS
System. By nature, the BCDS Agent programs external to the BCDS Agent
concerned run concurrently in the BCDS System. But if we concentrate our
angle to the BCDS Agent internal, we find

– The application, the bidirectional receiver program and the bidirectional
provider program run concurrently inside of the BCDS Agent.

– The communication between the BCDS Agents connected by the network
takes place concurrently with the programs.

We could solve the concurrency problem inherent to the programs by the
standard device for mutual exclusion of the shared resource, i.e., BData in our
case.

– The application is allowed to access BData at any time.
– The receiver program gets access to BData for merging the data on IPorts

into it when new data arrives at some IPort from the provider Agents. And
it uses BData for returning the update by the application or the provider
program to the provider Agents.

– The provider program acquires the right to put the update back to BData
and consecutively distribute the updated view from the updated BData to
the OPorts and same when the update comes from the application or one of
the receiver Agents.

To implement this kind of mutual exclusion we are free to choose one conve-
nient for our purpose. The Software Transactional Memory (STM) is our choice
in the BCDS Agent implementation (See Section 5).

The concurrency problem in the communication specific to the distributed
system is another kind. One of the simplest solutions would be to integrate all
the data ports into a single channel to exchange messages in the multiplex mode
and block o! the communication by locking the channel when necessary.

If we have had implemented the BCDS System in such a way, blocking the
communication of some BCDS Agent may cause stalls of other connected BCDS
Agents because they cannot send and receive messages until unlocked. We would
like to execute the application code autonomously with no regard to others and
send and receive messages speculatively in the hope of making e!ective update
for the shared data. This strategy would be appropriate to build the dynamically
configurable distributed system with the P2P network.

We propose here a simple but versatile mechanism for managing the concur-
rency of the distributed system.

BCDS Agent Internals Every arrow in the diagram of Fig.12 is a “road” on
which information goes to and fro.

– The application accesses BData through the thin arrow.
– IPort communicates with BData by the bidirectional transformation arrow.
– OPort communicates with BData by the bidirectional transformation arrow.
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BData 
Server

OPort 
Server

IPort 
Server

Application

Fig. 12. Internal Server of BCDS Agent

– IPort and OPort between BCDS Agents communicates with corresponding
OPort and IPort of other BCDS Agents by fat arrows.

The internal BData Server processes all the updates for BData to serve IPorts
and OPorts with the newest data. In fact, contents of IPorts and OPorts are
virtual in that they are transient views on the way of the process for BData to
become newest.

Among components which may modify BData, only the application imple-
ments the Agent’s will and the bidirectional provider program and the bidirec-
tional receiver program work to collaborate with other Agents.

The BData Server accepts requests from IPorts and OPorts with full informa-
tion at a time to make BData become the newest contents by updating BData
in the mutually exclusive way. These requests are lined in a FIFO queue to be
processed serially one by one.

Also the IPort Server and the OPort Server manage a FIFO queue each for
IPort or OPort for serializing messages sent from other Agents to pass them to
the BData Server and send messages from the BData Server to other Agents.
Updating the view of IPort and OPort is performed immediately in the mutually
exclusive way.

Thus the message handling of the BCDS Agent is very simple and easy to
use in collaborative data sharing applications.

Looking into some details, we should note that the BData-, IPort- and OPort-
Servers are clever enough to check the e!ectless update to stop the update prop-
agation before it goes far beyond the necessity.

To do this, we attach the version number of BData to the shared data sent
through OPorts. The version number is incremented when BData is updated. And
the receiver Agent returns the update through IPort with the version number
sent from the provider. When the BData Server of the BCDS Agent accepts the
request for update from the OPort Server, it checks the version number of the
current BData and that of the updated OPort view to determine the e!ectiveness
of the update. If the version numbers are same, this update is e!ective because
the update has been made from the OPort view of the current BData. If not, the
update is e!ectless and should be dismissed.
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Since the BCDS Agent does not require any locking mechanism except for
the mutual exclusion controlled by the internal servers, the application program
takes no care about other BCDS Agents and speculatively executes its code. The
update performed this way may happen to be e!ectless and dismissed by other
Agents.

The BData Server dismisses messages sent through OPorts if BData has been
updated by the time before the message is to be processed. The message comes
from the IPort Server and the application is, however, always processed to make
BData newest. From the viewpoint of the update propagation, the forward prop-
agation always succeeds, but the backward does not.

5 Implementation of BCDS Agent

We have developed the BCDS Agent software package in July 2019. The package
consists of executable code of the BCDS Agent and several examples. The code
is written in Haskell using libraries for concurrent programming and database
access. The BCDS Agent program works on Mac OS X and Windows OS without
any particular software.

We could build the BCDS System with an arbitrary number of sites connected
by the TCP/IP network. Each site may contain multiple BCDS Agents to make
functionally independent units into one.

The system allows BCDS Agents to join the existent system at any time and
any Agent in the system to terminate its function and leave at any time. Thus
the system is scalable and dynamically configurable.

BCDS Agent (Ver.2) was developed under Mac OS X 10.14.5 and tested on
other recent versions of Mac OS X and on Windows 10. The current software
uses a character-based user interface rather than a graphical one adopted in the
previous version. This makes the software portable.

This version of the BCDS software provides basic bidirectional functions for
SQL database. And we write the application on the BCDS Agent in SQL. The
SQL code is executed through the HDBC library.

We use a concise language to specify the shared data and the connections
with other Agents as the configuration. We can start the Agent by giving the
configuration file for the Agent on the terminal (command line) application. The
configuration file is a text file describing the specification and the code for the
application is written in SQL.

The base data BData of the Agent of this version uses the SQLite database
and we may use external browsers like DB Browser for SQLite to maintain the
database.

Example: CDSS in Orchestra We developed a BCDS system same as the
CDSS system used in explanation of the Orchestra in [13].

The correspondence between them is straightforward as shown in Fig. 13.
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From ‘Orchestra’ Paper of ACM TODS 38(3), 2013
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Fig. 13. Orchestra CDSS configured with BCDS Agents

Example: Dejima Synchronizer In the Dejima architecture [1] shared data is
supposed to be synchronized between the Dejima Tables prepared in each Peer.
The Dejima Table is a view obtained from the Base Table by the forward trans-
formation of the bidirectional transformation. Synchronization between Dejima
Tables of Peers is not a part of transformation between the Base Tables of the
Peers but is performed by the system itself. In other words, it is beyond our
control.

7

Synchronization by Dejima

OPortOPort

Dejima 
Table

Base 
Table

Application
Peer 2

Dejima 
Table

Base 
Table

Application
Peer 1

Dejima

Sync

IPort

Fig. 14. Dejima Synchronizer with BCDS Agent

We can build a Dejima synchronizer ‘Sync’ with the BCDS Agent (Fig. 14).
Our Sync application can a!ord to carry out Peers’ policy on synchronization.
Thus we can realize the separation of the transformation and the synchronization
between collaborative Peers.

Example: Collaborative Taxi Dispatching System We plan to build a taxi
dispatching by observing the followings.
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– Dispatching Centers are founded by Taxi Companies to dispatch an available
taxi near to the customer e"ciently by collaboration.

– Taxi Companies have information on drivers, vehicles and their policies on
workload and cruising areas of the driver, etc. Taxi Companies do not expose
information on drivers to Dispatching Center and other companies. And they
have their GPS-based location managers for tracing taxi location.

– Customer Service receives customer’s request for booking and allocation on-
line and sends the customer ID and the location to the Dispatching Centers
for dispatch.

– When Dispatching Center allocates a vehicle, Customer Service sends its ID
back to the customer.

– The customer gets out of the taxi and pays the fee, Customer Service removes
the record of this allocation from the collaborative system, which in turn
makes the occupied vehicle free by the Dispatching Center.

The Collaborative Taxi Dispatching System is built with the BCDS Agent
as shown in Fig. 15.

Customer Y

14

Taxi Company Dispatching Center

Drivers A

Drivers B

Customer 
Service

Dispatcher X

CustomersCustomer X

Dispatcher Y

Customers

Company A

Company B

Fig. 15. Collaborative Taxi Dispatching System with BCDS Agent

A snapshot of execution (Fig. 16) shows how each BCDS Agent works for
individual task as described above.

6 Related Work

Bidirectional View-Updating Updating the view to correctly reflect the
modification on the view back to the database is an old problem in the database
community [14].
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Dispatcher is hidden

Vehicle has been moved after dispatch
CustomerY

Fig. 16. Snapshot of Collaborative Taxi Dispatching System

In recent years, researchers from di!erent fields recognized that data synchro-
nization is also a kind of view-updating and have developed various techniques
for practical applications. In particular, several approaches from bidirectional
transformation have been proposed in the context of data synchronization [8,
24, 25].

Bidirectional Programming The original motivation of our work on bidirec-
tional programming was to establish a theoretical foundation for presentation-
oriented editors supporting interactive development of XML documents [26, 9,
17]. One of our goals there was to specify only the forward transformation and
derive the backward transformation automatically for reflecting the update.

Along with this, we have been groping for a clue to construct bidirectional
programs as to do in ordinary functional programming.

Our approach there is to follow close behind the senior “brother” func-
tional programming. To do this, we invented a simple device for encapsulating
the forward and backward functions in a single bidirectional function [25]. We
can define primitive bidirectional functions and bidirectional higher-order func-
tions by following the definition of ordinary functions. Although we have not
mentioned in this article, we have a set of powerful higher-order bidirectional
functions for Bidirectional Origami Programming corresponding to *-morphisms
for Origami Programming [6].

Since a bidirectional program for the problem should solve the part of com-
puting forward to get some temporary result by applying the forward function,
it inherently has the ordinary function in itself. Hence, we have only to follow af-
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ter developing ordinary programs as the forward counterpart of the bidirectional
ones. This approach has been proved e!ective in writing bidirectional programs.

Collaborative Data Sharing The most influential work on the Collabolative
Data Sharing would be the Orchestra system [12, 11].

Although the centralized data store is a simple form of Data Sharing for
collaborative work, the system architecture like the Orchestra becomes more
and more recognized significant for the decentralized environment such as P2P-
based system. This is because not only of the huge amount of data but of the
individuality of possessed data by participants’ expertise for collaboration.

The Dejima architecture [1] aims to establish a methodology for Collaborative
Data Sharing to develop distributed systems based on the database technology
with the bidirectional transformation. Our work on the BCDS Agent has been
greatly influenced by Dejima architecture. But our idea of taking the composi-
tional approach in developing the distributed system with data consistency is
distinguishable from their work.

Another di!erence between the BCDS and the Dejima is related to the basic
design of the system. The BCDS system can be configured dynamically and
changed at the will of participants. This feature cannot be found in the Dejima
architecture.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a novel idea of defining bidirectional functions which com-
prises bidirectional programs for Collaborative Data Sharing. The bidirectional
programs for providing and receiving shared data are put together with the
application and the local persistent data in a building block called BCDS Agent.

The distributed system built with the BCDS Agent maintains the consistency
of the shared data based on the bidirectionality of these programs. We believe
that our approach is promising in various areas of Collaborative Data Sharing
from distributed personal information to enterprise database systems.

We have described some example BCDS systems built with the BCDS Agent
software developed for the use of examining its applicability in practical fields.
And we believe that we can deploy our BCDS Agent system to wider domains
of Collaborative Data Sharing.

As we have seen above, the current version of the BCDS software provides a
set of basic bidirectional functions for SQL database and uses a concise specifi-
cation language for the shared data and the connections with other Agents.

We need to study more on this for developing more convenient tools for ap-
plications in various areas and for the versatile specification of the configuration
and the connections of the Agent.
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